Control of phonemic length contrast and speech rate in vocalic and consonantal syllable nuclei.
This paper investigates the mechanisms controlling the phonemic quantity contrast and speech rate in nonsense p(1)Np(2)a words read by five Slovak speakers in normal and fast speech rate. N represents a syllable nucleus, which in Slovak corresponds to long and short vowels and liquid consonants. The movements of the lips and the tongue were recorded with an electromagnetometry system. Together with the acoustic durations of p(1), N, and p(2), gestural characteristics of three core movements were extracted: p(1) lip opening, tongue movement for (N)ucleus, and p(2) lip closing. The results show that, although consonantal and vocalic nuclei are predictably different on many kinematic measures, their common phonological behavior as syllabic nuclei may be linked to a stable temporal coordination of the consonantal gestures flanking the nucleus. The functional contrast between phonemic duration and speech rate was reflected in the bias in the control mechanisms they employed: the strategies robustly used for signaling phonemic duration, such as the degree of coproduction of the two lip movements, showed a minimal effect of speech rate, while measures greatly affected by speech rate, such as p(2) acoustic duration, or the degree of p(1)-N gestural coproduction, tended to be minimally influenced by phonemic quantity.